Decision Number __1__

a) Describe the situation.
*Fast hikers were causing group members to complain.*

b) What did the leader do in this situation? (or what would you have done as the leader?)
*He put the slowest person in the front of the group.*

c) Why did the leader do this? (or why would you have done this as leader?)
*To keep the group morale high.*

d) How did the leader implement this decision? Explain and then circle the style the leader used.
The leader stopped the group and re-assigned new group roles.

The leader used this style:
- Delegating
- Participating
- Selling
- Telling

The decision related to group morale.

f) Was this decision related to task or relationship or both? Circle your choice.
*The decision was related to learning a new skill.*

---

Decision Number __2__

a) Describe the situation.
*Cooking demonstration.*

b) What did the leader do in this situation? (or what would you have done as the leader?)
*Showed how to use stove safely and demonstrated cooking a meal.*

c) Why did the leader do this? (or why would you have done this as leader?)
*The group was inexperienced at using this type of stove and how to cook a meal from “scratch”.*

d) How did the leader implement this decision? Explain and then circle the style the leader used.
*He made sure that we all saw how to use the different ingredients from our food bag. He let us taste what he cooked.*

The leader used this style:
- Delegating
- Participating
- Selling
- Telling

The decision was related to learning a new skill.